Based on the magnetic field configuration of Chinese First Quasi-axisymmetric Stellarator (CFQS) device, three types of orbits including passing orbit, blocked trapped orbit and localized trapped orbit are simulated using Boris algorithm, and the orbital topology, orbit transform and loss characteristics of these particles in different initial conditions are studied in this paper. The results show that blocked trapped orbit can transform to localized trapped orbit due to the small continuous helical ripples in Quasi-axisymmetric Stellarator (QAS). Furthermore, the localized particle will be lost quickly when this transformation appears in the upper middle plane, however, it will be transformed back into blocked trapped particle and be constrained when the blockedlocalized orbit transformation appears in the lower middle plane. For CFQS, the toroidal period number = 2, and the localized trapped particles are mainly generated and lost in the regions around toroidal angle φ = 0°, 180° and poloidal angle = 90° (upper middle plane).
